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ABSTRACT. Spatially variable bed conditions govern how ice sheets behave11

at glacial time scales (>1000 years). The presence or lack of complete sediment12

cover is responsible for changes in dynamics between the core and peripheral13

regions of the Laurentide and Fennoscandian ice sheets. A key component14

of this change is because sliding is promoted when unconsolidated sediments15

below the ice become water saturated, and become weaker than the overlying16

ice. We present an ice sheet sliding module for the Parallel Ice Sheet Model17

(PISM) that takes into account changes in sediment cover. This model routes18

meltwater, derived from the surface and base of the ice sheet, towards the19

margin of the ice sheet. The sliding is accomplished through water saturated20

sediments, or through hard-bedded sliding induced by changes in the effective21

pressure in the water drainage system. In areas with continuous, water22

saturated sediments, sliding is almost always accomplished through sediment23

deformation, except during times of high discharge. In areas with even a small24

portion of bare rock, sliding is dependent on the seasonally changing supply25
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of water. Our model causes a more rapid buildup of ice sheets compared26

to a sediment-deformation only model, especially into areas with complete27

sediment cover.28

INTRODUCTION29

Proper parameterization of the basal boundary condition of ice sheets is essential to evaluate their history,30

and to project how they will behave in the future. For contemporary ice sheets, it is possible to make31

a general inference on basal properties based on present day observations of velocity, bed topography32

and ice surface height (e.g. Joughin and others, 2004; Shapero and others, 2016), or through geophysical33

measurements (e.g. Anandakrishnan and Winberry, 2004; Walter and others, 2014). The velocity of glaciers34

is influenced by seasonal variations in water reaching the base, which causes acceleration during the melt35

season (Zwally and others, 2002; van de Wal and others, 2008). An ice sheet model should be able to36

incorporate the presence of deforming sediments (Alley and others, 1986) and hydrologically induced37

velocity changes (Clason and others, 2015).38

Most actively developed ice sheet models incorporate a basal sliding law using the shallow shelf39

approximation and the hypothesis that the bed is covered by deformable sediments (for instance PISM40

Bueler and Brown (2009); Winkelmann and others (2011); PISM authors (2017)), or a spatially varying41

basal traction constant in a Coulomb friction and/or power law sliding (for instance, BISICLES (Cornford42

and others, 2013), SICOPOLIS (Bernales and others, 2017) Elmer/Ice (Gagliardini and others, 2007),43

ISSM (Morlighem and others, 2010), and Community Ice Sheet Model (CISM) (Lipscomb and others,44

2019)). These models were generally developed for use within the existing Greenland and Antarctic ice45

sheets, where details on the nature of basal conditions are limited. Earlier ice sheet models using simpler46

ice flow approximations demonstrated the importance of hydrology on ice sheet evolution (Arnold and47

Sharp, 2002; Clason and others, 2014). At present, there is no open source ice sheet model that couples48

seasonally changing hydrological conditions, and basal conditions that include changes in sediment cover,49

while using the more advanced ice flow physics. For the North American and Eurasian ice sheets, although50

we know about the distribution of sediments and can make inferences on ice sheet flow based on landforms51

(Stokes and Clark, 2001; Margold and others, 2015; Greenwood and others, 2017), the constants used in52

the sliding laws used in ice sheet models have no reference ice thickness or velocity field in which to tune53
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them. Therefore, it is desirable to create a more sophisticated sliding law that can utilize observations from54

surficial geology and geomorphology.55

We present a new basal condition model within the Parallel Ice Sheet Model 1.0 (PISM) (Bueler and56

Brown, 2009; Winkelmann and others, 2011; PISM authors, 2017) that incorporates these features. Our57

intent is to create a model that provides more realistic basal boundary conditions, while still being efficient58

enough to run on glacial time scales. Our model is computationally inexpensive, even over a continental59

size domain, and is therefore suitable for simulating paleo ice sheets. We provide a suite of tests of the60

variables available within the model, and provide recommendations on usage. Finally, we apply the model61

to the North American continent to simulate the Cordillera and Laurentide ice sheets, to show how the62

change in basal conditions affected ice sheet growth and retreat.63

METHODS64

Hydrology model65

The hydrology model is based on the concept that a certain amount of water gets stored in the sediments66

underlying the ice sheets, and, once saturated, the excess is transported in the direction of the hydrological67

gradient to the ice margin. Some components of our model derive from the routing scheme described by68

Bueler and van Pelt (2015), but we have simplified the implementation to emphasize computation speed.69

Our model does not conserve mass, and instantly transports water to the edge of the ice sheet. The water70

from upstream is added to each grid cell downstream. This is not entirely realistic, but since the time71

stepping in the model is usually on the order of days to months, while hydrologically induced acceleration72

of glaciers can happen on the order of hours (Bartholomew and others, 2012), it can be considered to be73

representative of average conditions. Ultimately, the output of the hydrology model is the effective pressure74

at the base of the ice sheet, which is then fed into the basal sliding model. A schematic of the components75

of our model is shown on Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 shows the workflow of the model.76

Water routing77

The first component of the model is that it captures the surface melt. We are using the semi-analytical78

positive degree day (PDD) method module (Calov and Greve, 2005). As implemented in PISM, it computes79

the amount of ice that melts at the surface as a diagnostic parameter. Our modification stores this value and80

passes it to our hydrology model. Within our model, there is an option to set the fraction of the meltwater81

that gets transfered to the base of the ice sheet (see Table 1 for a full list of command line options available82
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Ice flow direction

Cavities and tunnels reduce the
effective pressure at the base,
allowing the glacier to slide if weaker
than the substrate

Water saturated sediments deform
when strength is less than ice

Bare rock increases basal resistance

(a) Ice Sheet Hydrology

(b) Ice Sheet Dynamics

Water enters permeable sediments

Geothermal heat and
friction melt basal ice

Meltwater from surface
reaches base via crevaces
and moulines

water flows through linked cavities 
or tunnels at the base of the ice, depending 
on water volume flux and ice velocity

Fig. 1. Schematic of the components of the new basal conditions model. (a) Overview of ice sheet hydrology. (b)

Overview of impact on sliding.

for the model). The water transfered from the surface is added to the meltwater generated from heating at83

the base (Aschwanden and others, 2012). After this, the water is automatically routed towards the edge of84

the ice sheet in the direction of the potential gradient.85

The next step is a modification of the undrained plastic bed model (Tulaczyk and others, 2000; Bueler and86

Brown, 2009). In this model, a layer of sediment of a specified thickness and porosity fills with water until87

it is saturated, which is set within PISM as a “water thickness” parameter (which we set to be a maximum88

1 m, as in Niu and others (2019b)). A certain percentage of accumulated water is allowed to disperse at89

every time step in order to simulate drainage. At every grid cell, if the water thickness is less than the90

maximum value, any subglacial water will be added to the sediments. Our modification from the default91

model is that the amount of water that can enter the subsurface depends on the fraction of the surface92

that is covered in sediment. If the sediment cover is incomplete, then the sediments can fill with water to93

the maximum level faster than if there is complete cover since there is less sediment to accommodate the94

water. Note that our model does not take into account the possibility that the underlying sediments are95

impenetrable due to being frozen. Any excess water after filling the sediments is passed to the next step.96
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Contributions to basal hydrology at each grid cell
is the sum of these factors

Surface melt
reaching base

Geothermal melting
at base

Frictional melting
at base

Water enters sediments until saturated

Remaining water is routed to the edge of the ice
sheet in direction opposite of the pressure gradient

Water flux (Q) through
channel is calculated

Diagnostically determine
hydrology style

Q>Qc Tunnels

Q<Qc Cavities

Determine effective pressure (N) due to the hydrology system

Determine yield stress (τc) using Mohr-Coloumb relation

Sediment covered areas
Lower of these values used

sediment 
deformation

sliding at base, 
using value of N
from hydrology 
model and φsc

For areas with 100% cover,
diagnostically report which

sliding style is used

Sediment barren 
areas

sliding at base,
using value of N
from hydrology
model and φrc

Fig. 2. Diagram showing the workflow of the model.

We use a simple subglacial water routing routine, where the water is transported in the direction opposite97

of the hydrological potential gradient, ∇φh. The equation for calculating the gradient at the base of the98

ice sheet is as in Cuffey and Paterson (2010):99

−∇φh = −ρig
[
fw∇S +

[
ρw
ρi
− fw

]
∇B

]
(1)
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In this equation, ρi is the ice density, ρw is the water density, g is the gravitational acceleration, ∇S is100

the ice surface gradient, ∇B is the bed gradient, and fw is the “flotation fraction”, which is the ratio of101

the water pressure and overburden pressure. The flotation fraction governs the relative influence of the bed102

and ice surface slopes on the direction of water flow. We have set it to be a constant, fw = 0.8, which gives103

the surface slope a 2.7 times greater influence on the routing (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). This ensures104

that the water will generally move towards the edge of the ice sheet. We calculate the gradient either using105

a third order finite difference method described in Skidmore (1989) or using a least squares method on a106

5× 5 grid, the later which is the default.107

Although PISM generally works efficiently by breaking up the computation domain, the routing of water108

is most efficiently done on a single processor. However, we do utilize the efficiency of multiple processors to109

first sort the gradient, using a merge sort algorithm. To distribute the water, we first find the magnitude110

of the gradient, and set any grid cell below a threshold ice thickness to be zero. We then sort the grid cells111

from lowest to highest gradient on each processor into permutation arrays. For efficiency, the permutation112

arrays are stored as a variable since they are unlikely to change substantially between time steps. The113

sorted arrays are transfered to a single processor for the merge sort. The water flux within each sorted cell,114

Tw, is added to adjacent cells if the gradient is above a certain threshold (which we have set to be 1.0).115

The purpose of this threshold is to avoid singularities within the ice sheet, so any cell that has a gradient116

less than the threshold is set to have no water flux.117

Effective pressure118

To calculate the effective pressure, we use a parameterization described by Schoof (2010). This119

parameterization is based on the concept of water drainage at the bottom of the ice sheet being routed120

through efficient Röthlisberger channels (Röthlisberger, 1972) or less efficient linked cavities (Kamb, 1987).121

This is a modification of other subglacial drainage models that have been proposed in the past (Fowler, 1987;122

Hewitt and Fowler, 2008), but allows for better switching between drainage styles. The style of drainage123

system is dependent on the amount of water available and the velocity of the ice. In this formulation, the124

effective pressure decreases up to a certain point, after which drainage becomes efficient enough that it125

causes the effective pressure to increase again.126

The main component of this model is the switch between channel and cavity drainage systems. The type127

of drainage system is dependent on the total water flux, Q. The threshold water flux, Qc is calculated by128

the following equation:129
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Qc =
ubk

c1(α− 1)∇φh
(2)

The velocity of the ice at the base is ub. In this model, the bed is assumed to have a roughness, with130

a protrusion height of k, which we have set to be 0.1 m. The constant c1 is related to the latent heat of131

fusion of ice, L, and is calculated by c1 = 1/(ρiL). The constant α = 5/4 is related to the Darcy–Weisbach132

law friction factor for water flow in a conduit (Schoof, 2010).133

The water is assumed to be directed through a single channel. The total flux of water through a channel,134

Q, considering a grid cell of width dx is calculated as follows:135

Q =
Twdx

2

dx/r
(3)

The value of r is the spacing between channels. For this value, we have set it to be a constant of 12136

km, which is the average distance between eskers on the Canadian Shield (Storrar and others, 2014). This137

formulation allows for the proper parameterization of water flux through the channel regardless of the138

actual width of the grid cell. Based on Eq. 2, if Q > Qc, then the routing is via the tunnel system (efficient139

drainage), while if Q < Qc, the drainage is via an the cavity system (inefficient drainage). As a result of140

this formulation, if the ice velocity increases, the threshold amount of water to switch to efficient tunnel141

drainage also increases.142

The effective pressure, N is calculated by the following equation (Schoof, 2010):143

Nn =
c1Q∇φh + ubh

c2c
−1/α
3 Q1/α∇φh−1/(2α)

(4)

The exponent, n is the Glen exponent, which by default is 3. The thickness of the ice is h. The velocity144

of the ice at the base is ub. The constant c2 = 2An−n includes parameters in Glen’s law, where A145

is the ice softness. The default value is A = 3.1689 × 1024 Pa−3 s−1 (Huybrechts and Payne, 1996).146

The constant c3 is related to the relation for turbulent flow of water in the Darcy–Weisbach law, where147

c3 = 21/4
√
π + 2/[π1/4

√
ρwf ], and f is a friction factor. We use the value f = 0.1 (Schoof, 2010).148

There is a check so that the calculated effective pressure is not greater than the overburden pressure:149

N ≤ ρigh (5)
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If the effective pressure is greater than the threshold, it is set to be equal to the overburden pressure.150

There is also a check to ensure that the effective pressure is greater than a minimum threshold, which we151

have set to be 0.01 times the overburden pressure. In reality, this should rarely happen (i.e. if the equation152

was solved where there is essentially no ice, or where there is no surface gradient and velocity), and is only153

to ensure the stability of the ice sheet model.154

Basal sliding model155

The sliding model that we use is basically an expansion of the existing Mohr-Coloumb yield stress156

relationship that is generally used as the sliding law in PISM (Bueler and van Pelt, 2015). The modified157

sliding law has two components, sliding due to the deformation of saturated sediments, and sliding due to158

the interactions between the water in the drainage system and the ice-bed interface.159

The Mohr-Coloumb yield stress, τc, is a function of the effective pressure, the angle of internal friction,160

φ, and a cohesion parameter, c.161

τc = N tan(φ) + c (6)

The value of φ determines the angle that the material will fail (slip) if a normal stress is applied. In the162

default PISM sliding law, the entire base of the ice sheet is assumed to be covered in a layer of deformable163

sediments (i.e soft bedded sliding), and φ is the shear friction angle of the sediments. For sediments, this164

value will depend on the dominant grain size, with clay materials having a lower value than sand and165

gravel. When a sediment under the ice sheet becomes water saturated, the effective pressure decreases,166

which increases the chance of failure. In general, the cohesion is regarded as being negligible in a deforming167

till (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010), so it is set to c = 0.168

Our modified sliding law allows for spatially variable sediment cover, as places such as the Canadian169

Shield in North America did not have complete sediment cover (i.e hard bedded sliding) (Fulton, 1995).170

This sliding law still allows for sediment deformation as utilized in the default PISM sliding law, and for171

slip at the ice-bed interface. In this sliding law, the strength of the bed is calculated for both sediment172

deformation and slip along the bed-ice interface, and the lower value is taken.173

The fraction of the area that is covered in sediment, Sf is a variable that can be read in, to allow174

for spatially variable cover. This affects both components of the basal sliding model. For areas that have175
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incomplete sediment cover, sediment deformation only happens for the fraction of the surface that has176

sediment, while the rest of the area is set to have a yield stress that is equal to the overburden pressure:177

τc = Sfτsediment + (1− Sf )ρigh (7)

Where τsediment = N tan(φsediment) is the yield stress of the sediments. The result of this is that areas178

with incomplete sediment cover will be less likely to be influenced by sediment deformation as the primary179

mode of sliding. For clarity, in this manuscript we have denoted Sf as a percentage, but the input into180

PISM must be as a fraction.181

For the second component of the sliding law with sliding along the base, the Mohr-Coulomb relationship182

is also used. In this case the φ value is related to the roughness of the interface between the ice and the bed183

(Iken, 1981; Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). A Coulomb-style law has been found to be sufficient to describe184

hard bedded sliding (Helanow and others, 2021). In this model, the base of the ice sheet is covered by185

bumps, with an upslope angle that is equal to φ. There is a separate value for sediment covered areas (φsc)186

and areas where the bed is rock (φrc), as it is assumed that sediment covered areas will be smoother.187

τc = SfN tan(φsc) + (1− Sf )N tan(φrc) (8)

In our model, if the bed is covered in sediment, it is assumed that the value of φ will be less than if188

the bed is rock, since the ice will effectively smooth the base though erosion or accumulation. The values189

of φ for sediment covered and bare areas can be set by the user. The effective pressure is taken from the190

hydrology submodel described in the previous section.191

After the yield stress for both sediment deformation and sliding at the base has been calculated, the192

lower of the two values is taken as the yield stress for calculating sliding. As a result, if sediment cover is193

almost complete, the effective yield stress will be similar to the default sliding law of PISM. We will discuss194

this more in the following section.195

Limitations196

In reality, if there was enough water under the ice sheet, it would cause the ice sheet to float (i.e. the water197

pressure would exceed the overburden pressure and N would be negative). The model does not take into198

account this possibility, and as a result limits the seasonal acceleration of the ice sheet. Another issue is199

the lack of water storage underneath the ice sheet. When the hydrological gradient reaches a localized low200
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point within the ice sheet, the model currently is not set up to conserve this water. If enough water were201

to collect at such a point, it is likely that a subglacial lake would form. A future addition to this model202

that would make it more realistic would be to incorporate water conservation between time steps. This203

could be used to determine if a subglacial lake would form. The consequence of these limitations is that204

the modelled velocity of the ice sheet will be slower than reality.205

MODELLING206

Model setup207

Most of the model parameters used in this study are the same as described in Niu and others (2019b),208

which we will briefly summarize here. For the stress balance of the ice sheet, we use a combination of the209

shallow ice (SIA) and shallow shelf (SSA) approximations. The SIA is solved in areas with low velocity,210

while the SSA component is used as a “sliding” law in PISM in areas where the velocity is high (Bueler and211

Brown, 2009). The surface mass balance is driven by the positive degree day method (Reeh, 1991). The212

precipitation and temperature fields are varied between two climate states using an index, as implemented213

by Niu and others (2019b). Marine-ice sheet interactions make use of the PISM-PIK parameterizations,214

which control the ice sheet behavior of ice shelves and the grounding line (Winkelmann and others, 2011;215

Albrecht and others, 2011; Levermann and others, 2012). Water in sediments decays at a rate of 1 mm/yr.216

The main changes to the setup described by Niu and others (2019b) are below.217

For calving of floating ice shelves, we have modified the thickness calving scheme in PISM. The default218

version of this is that any floating ice less than 200 m would be calved. This might be appropriate for219

Antarctica, but in the shallow Hudson Bay, where tidal and wave driven stresses would be far less, this220

is not appropriate. In our initial experiments, this harsh calving criteria prevented the advance of the ice221

sheet into Hudson Bay. Our modified version changes the thickness criteria to be dependent on the water222

depth:223

hmin < h = cb < hmax (9)

In this equation, hmin is a minimum thickness of the ice shelf, hmax is the maximum thickness, b is the224

water depth, and c is a scaling parameter. For our experiments, we use hmax = 200, c = 0.1 and hmin = 40.225

Using this set of parameters, for b < 2000 m, the maximum thickness at the ice front is less than the 200226

m value in the default thickness calving routine.227
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As we wish to test the impact of changing basal conditions in the context of terrestrially terminating228

ice sheets (as the southern and western margins of the Laurentide Ice Sheet were), we have chosen to use229

the purely elastic glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) module in PISM. The Lingle-Clark model (Lingle230

and Clark, 1985; Bueler and others, 2007) with a viscous half-space mantle that was used in Niu and231

others (2019b) has a tendency to produce unrealistically depressed basins when applied to the glaciation232

of the Laurentide Ice Sheet, likely the result of the lack of a contrasting high viscosity lower mantle. These233

basins are often below sea level, which PISM interprets as being ocean basins. This is not desirable in our234

experiments, and the elastic deformation model allows us to avoid this problem. In addition, we have kept235

sea level as a constant to avoid sea level induced fluctuations of the ice sheet (i.e. Gomez and others, 2020).236

Idealized circular ice sheet experiments237

Overview238

In order to test the effects of our basal conditions model, we have created an idealized setup that produces239

a circular ice sheet in the absence of differing basal conditions. We use a sinusoidal index with a period of240

40 000 years, so that the coldest conditions happen at 20 000 years. As noted by Niu and others (2019a),241

the maximum size of the ice sheets in this kind of experiment happens after the minimum in coldness, in242

our case at about 25 000 years. This is a time that we chose to compare the results of the experiments,243

since the ice sheet was near the maximum growth, and the elevation differences at the edge of the ice sheet244

are not substantial between the experiments. At this point, the equilibrium line for melt and accumulation245

is increasing, which causes meltwater to be produced at the surface. After 25 000 years, there tends to be246

a rapid retreat of the ice sheet, because of the differing basal conditions. Fig. 3 shows the general setup for247

the experiments, including the ice surface elevation and ice thickness near the edge of the ice sheet. Since248

there are changes in the basal conditions, this results in differing ice thickness evolution.249

Fig. 4 shows an example demonstrating the switching between different hydrology types and sliding250

mechanisms for one of the idealized experiments (plots for all of the experiments can be found in the251

Supplementary Material). This particular experiment shows that there is a switch from an inefficient cavity252

system to an efficient tunnel system as the volume water flux increases. In the case with 50% sediment253

cover, there is an initial increase in velocity at the start of the melt season, and a reduction once the254

more efficient drainage style is achieved. Though the cavity system is reestablished at the end of the melt255

season, there is not a corresponding restoration of high velocity, likely due to the dependence on velocity256

for calculating the effective pressure (Eq. 4). Once the melt season is over, the velocity goes to zero in areas257
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Fig. 3. Experiment with a strip of 50% sediment cover, with φrc = 2◦ for areas with bare rock, and φsc = 1 for

areas covered in sediment. The shear friction angle for sediment deformation is φ = 20◦. The percentage of surface

meltwater reaching the base is 50%. (a) Ice surface elevation at 25 000 years. (b) Sediment (till) cover fraction,

showing the strip with reduced cover. Also shown are the locations that are used to compare the velocity and sliding

properties. (c) Ice thickness evolution at those two locations, showing that the thickness increases in the partially

covered strip, as the velocity is less.

with incomplete sediment cover. For areas with sediment cover, velocity remains relatively high through258

the year due to the presence of deformable sediments, which decreases through the winter as the sediments259

slowly drain. During times of high discharge, the sliding mechanism switches from sediment deformation260

to sliding along the base, providing a spike in velocity during the summer.261
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Fig. 4. Basal conditions and velocity time series for the locations shown in Fig. 3 at about 25 000 years. (a) Volume

water flux, primarily from meltwater from the surface being transfered to the base. (b) Type of water routing at the

base of the ice sheet that determines the effective pressure. ob - overburden, cav - cavities, tun - tunnels/channels,

dry - no water in the system. (c) Sliding law method used by PISM. sgl - slippery grounding lines, hydro - modified

sliding law that takes into account both sediment deformation and sliding at the ice-bed interface, sed - sediment

deformation only model (PISM default), none - no sliding (i.e. purely overburden pressure). (d) Surface velocity

magnitude at the location with 50% cover (blue) and 100% cover (red).
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Effect of fraction sediment cover262

We conducted a series of experiments where we set the strip of reduced sediment cover to be 50%,263

80%, 95% and 99%. The purpose of this experiment is to see if there is a threshold where sediment264

deformation becomes important in partially covered regions. In these experiments, φsediment = 30◦ for265

sediment deformation, φrc = 15◦ for areas with bare rock, and φsc = 5◦ for areas covered in sediment. The266

amount of water reaching the base from the surface is 5%. In places with 100% sediment cover, sliding267

is always accomplished through sediment deformation, as the value of φsc = 5◦ seems too high to allow268

for sliding at the base. There is a slight increase in velocity during the summer, as the sediments become269

replenished and water saturated. For 50% and 80% cover, the velocity remains close to zero, as the sediment270

deformation is unable to overcome the resistance from bare regions. For 95% and 99% cover, the sliding271

velocity becomes comparable to the purely sediment covered ares, but drops a lot more when the supply272

of water is extinguished.273

Effect of φrc and φsc274

The initial default values of φrc and φsc were high, so it almost entirely prevented sliding except for sediment275

deformation. We tested a variety of values for φrc and φsc using both 50% and 95% sediment cover. For276

areas with 100% sediment cover, a switch to pure slip along the base did not happen unless φsc ≤ 1◦.277

For areas with incomplete cover, decreasing φrc = 2◦ allowed sliding, while values above that prevented it.278

Using really low values (φ < 1◦) causes a great increase in velocity when water gets into the system, which279

can reach over 100 m/yr. Using such a small angle causes the ice sheet model to run very slowly, so this is280

not recommended for long duration runs.281

Effect of φsediment282

We did many of the experiments with φsediment = 30◦ and φsediment = 20◦. With the higher value of283

φsediment, the maximum velocity is generally less. During the melt season, the maximum velocity in the284

partially sediment cover areas increase a lot more when φsediment is lower. When φrc and φsc are set to285

lower values, the lower value of φsediment prevents the switch to the base sliding regime likely due to the286

higher initial velocity. This actually causes the maximum velocity in the φsediment = 30◦ experiments to be287

higher during the melt season, even though the annual average is lower.288
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Effect of water input289

We tested different values of the fraction of surface meltwater reaching the base, using values of 0%, 0.05%,290

20%, 50%, and 80%. Using 0% (which would be equivalent to the default in PISM), there is no sliding291

because there is essentially no water getting into the system, preventing the sediments from filling with292

water and deforming. When the fraction is higher than 20%, the switch from cavity to tunnel drainage293

styles is more likely to happen. In areas with complete sediment cover, the period of the melt season when294

the basal sliding happens instead of sediment deformation happens is also longer. There is only minimal295

difference between the 50% and 80% simulations, indicating there is an upper limit to how much the water296

input will affect the velocity after switching to the tunnel drainage system.297

Evolution through the year298

Generally, during the start of the melt season, there is a large spike in velocity, especially in regions that299

are not completely covered in sediment. As the amount of water increases, there is a switch from cavity to300

tunnel drainage styles, and there is a corresponding decrease in velocity. Later in the melt season when the301

water input decreases, the cavity system returns, but the corresponding jump in velocity is not as great,302

likely because the higher velocity causes the effective pressure to be higher. In areas that are completely303

sediment covered, the switch between sediment deformation to sliding on the base can also cause an increase304

in velocity during the melt season, though it is not always as large of a jump as in the incompletely covered305

areas. When the water input ends in the winter, the incompletely covered areas tend to have a velocity that306

is close to zero, while completely covered areas continue to have sliding. The velocity decreases through307

the winter as the water in the sediment slowly drains over time.308

Glacial cycle simulation309

In order to show the effect of different basal conditions on ice sheet evolution, we have repeated the310

experiment done by Niu and others (2019b) for the region covered by the Laurentide and Cordillera ice311

sheets in North America. The simulation runs for the past 120 000 years, using an index based on the312

NGRIP δ18 record (Andersen and others, 2004), with the value for full glacial conditions (1) corresponding313

to the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) value at 21 000 yr BP, and a value of 0 to represent interglacial314

conditions at 0 yr BP. The climate forcing is from equilibrium simulations using the PMIP3 protocol from315

the COSMOS-AWI model (Stepanek and Lohmann, 2012; Zhang and others, 2013). We have edited the316

forcing to have zero precipitation outside of the Laurentide-Cordillera region to prevent ice sheet growth.317
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Fig. 5. Sediment properties used in the experiment (Gowan and others, 2019). (a) Sediment friction angle, used

to govern the strength of the sediments. (b) Sediment cover distribution, showing areas of complete and incomplete

sediment cover.

We compare the evolution of the ice sheet through the glacial cycle using two simulations. The default318

simulation (denoted “default”) has the default “null” hydrology model used in PISM, where water is319

only created at the base through geothermal and frictional heating, and basal strength is defined through320

sediment deformation only (Tulaczyk and others, 2000). The second simulation (denoted “basal”) has our321

new model as described earlier. In the basal simulation, we use φrc = 2◦, φsc = 1◦, and the fraction of322

surface meltwater reaching the base set to 50%.323

The sediment properties for North America are derived from the dataset by Gowan and others (2019)324

(Fig. 5). In this dataset, there is parameterization for sediment grain size, and a generalized sediment cover325

distribution. For the sediment friction angle, we have set φsediment = 30◦ for sand, φsediment = 20◦ for silt,326

and φsediment = 15◦ for clay. These values are used for both experiments. For sediment cover, the fraction327

of the surface covered is set to 100% for “blanket” (i.e. complete cover), 95% for “veneer” (i.e. isolated328

bedrock outcrops), and 50% for “rock” (i.e. widespread bedrock outcrops). This is only applicable to the329

basal simulation.330

The results of these simulations show that while the overall volume of both simulations is similar, the331

distribution of where the ice is can be quite different (Fig. 6). In the basal simulation, the ice advances332

faster, which allows more rapid buildup especially in areas with complete sediment cover. This results in333
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places like Hudson Bay becoming fully covered in ice earlier in the simulation (Fig. 7). In the Last Glacial334

Maximum (20000 yr BP) time slice shown on Fig. 6, this is manifest in having thicker ice in western335

Laurentide region in the basal simulation. The default simulation has thicker ice in the core ice growth336

centers, which results in an overall greater ice volume. The basal simulation prevents the buildup of ice,337

and the volume stays stable through the LGM period. The absolute difference in ice volume between the338

simulations reaches up to 8 m of sea level equivalent (SLE, i.e. the equivalent water volume of ice divided339

by the area of the modern ocean).340

DISCUSSION341

Basal conditions model342

The addition of a more realistic basal condition model impacts the maximum thickness of the ice sheet, and343

how quickly the ice can advance into areas with complete sediment cover. The main impact of our model344

comes from the inclusion of meltwater coming from the surface of the ice sheet, which allows sediments345

to saturate with water at a much faster rate. The secondary impact is that there is a larger contrast in346

dynamics between soft bedded areas with complete sediment cover and hard bedded areas with bedrock347

outcrops. In the glacial cycle simulation, this results in a thinner ice sheet in the core areas of the ice sheet,348

but thicker ice in peripheral regions.349

The basal conditions model is designed to have low enough complexity to run at glacial cycles. The350

overhead at fully glacial conditions is roughly double that of the default model. This increase in overhead351

is largely the result of having seasonally variable water input, which results in sometimes rapidly varying352

velocity through the year. The sacrifice in speed is balanced by a more realistic depiction of ice sheet353

dynamics. The speed is slower than a default PISM run, because we limit the maximum interval of the354

adaptive time stepping mechanism to one month in order to capture the seasonal changes in the climate355

forcing (the unconstrained time step can be larger than than).356

Our model is the first open source implementation of an ice sheet basal conditions model that allows357

for switching between tunnel and linked cavity styles of drainage, and between soft-bedded sediment358

deformation and hard-bedded sliding. This allows for a more complex parameterization of sliding than359

the default PISM model, which is governed exclusively by sediment deformation (Bueler and van Pelt,360

2015). The BICICLES model uses a basal conditions model that switches between Coulomb (sediment361

deformation) and power law (basal sliding) modes depending on the amount of transported water (Gandy362
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Fig. 6. Results of the glacial cycle simulation. (a) The ice surface elevation of the basal simulation at 20000 yr BP.

(b) The absolute value of the difference between the basal and default grounded ice thickness at 20000 yr BP. (c) Ice

volume evolution of the simulations. (d) Absolute ice volume difference between the simulations. (e) Glacial index

used in the simulations, based on the Greenland ice core records (Andersen and others, 2004).

and others, 2019; Tsai and others, 2015), but does not have a mechanism for switching between drainage363

types. The CISM also allows for this kind of switching, but does not yet have basal water transport364
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112000 yr BP
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Fig. 7. Early ice advance into Hudson Bay (HB) in the basal simulation. (a) The ice surface elevation of the basal

simulation at 112000 yr BP. (b) The absolute value of the difference between the basal and default grounded ice

thickness.

(Lipscomb and others, 2019). SICOPOLIS includes the impact of variable basal hydrology on sliding365

(Clason and others, 2014; Gudlaugsson and others, 2017; Calov and others, 2018), but does not include the366

impact of sediment deformation. The switching to sediment deformation during winter allows for sliding367

to continue during low water input seasons, and we recommend implementing this style of basal sliding368

parameterization.369

Implications for the Laurentide Ice Sheet evolution370

Our new basal conditions model may provide a more realistic depiction of the initial growth of the371

Laurentide Ice Sheet. In Gowan and others (2021), it is hypothesized that the ice sheet initially advanced372

from the Labrador sector westward over Hudson Bay, something that is accomplished easier with our373

model. In the basal simulation, Hudson Bay becomes covered by the ice sheet much earlier, as the ice is374

able to flow fast enough to remain above the floating point, and therefore does not start calving. It was also375

hypothesized, based on non-glacial sediments possibly dated to MIS 3 located south of Hudson Bay (Dalton376

and others, 2019), that Hudson Bay may have been rapidly deglaciated and then quickly recovered. Our377

simulation was unable to simulate rapid deglaciation of Hudson Bay, possibly due to the lack of delayed378

GIA depression that was the likely driver (Abe-Ouchi and others, 2013; Bassis and others, 2017). Using379

our model shows that in an intermediate climate state it is possible for rapid advance to fill Hudson Bay380
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through dynamic advance. The simulation also may show how the western areas of the Laurentide Ice381

Sheet became glaciated through dynamically advancing in the absence of a nearby precipitation source.382

The index based climate forcing that we use does not allow us to investigate this in detail, but as inferred383

in previous ice sheet modelling studies of the Laurentide Ice Sheet (e.g. Clark, 1994; Licciardi and others,384

1998; Marshall and others, 2002; Gregoire and others, 2012; Stokes and others, 2012; Roberts and others,385

2016; Wekerle and others, 2016), inclusion of spatially varying basal conditions are necessary to simulate386

the ice sheet.387

CONCLUSIONS388

We have presented a new basal conditions model for use in the ice sheet model PISM. This model allows389

us to incorporate spatially variable sediment parameters and basal hydrology that includes meltwater from390

the surface. Our model runs fast enough to be feasibly run for glacial cycles. The model, when applied to391

the Laurentide Ice Sheet, impacts how the ice sheet evolves, and changes the ultimate distribution and392

thickness of ice. Since the ice sheet is able to dynamically grow at a much faster rate, this provides a more393

realistic depiction of glacial advance. In future studies with a coupled climate forcing, we anticipate that394

our model will be better able to reproduce geological evidence of ice sheet extent and flow.395

CODE AVAILABILITY396

The version of PISM 1.0 with our basal conditions model can be found at https://github.com/397

evangowan/pism_basal. The scripts to generate the idealized circular ice sheet experiments can be found398

at https://github.com/evangowan/pism_blackboard.399
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APPENDIX556

Command line options557

Table 1. Command line options available for the described models

Option Default value Description

-hydrology fraction from surface 0.8 Fraction of the surface meltwater that is transfered to the base of the ice sheet

-ice thickness threshold 5.0 Ice thickness threshold under which water is not transported

-hydrology tunnel spacing 12000 Distance between Röthlisberger channels (in m)

-till fraction coverage 1.0 default fraction of surface covered in sediments

-floatation fraction 0.8 ratio of the pressure of water to the pressure of ice, and will

influence the effect of the bed gradient on the total potential gradient

-rocky phi 15 value of φ for areas not covered by sediment

-seddy phi 5 value of φ for areas covered by sediment


